
















to appreciate what we've lost.  It's insidious.  I can avoid spying apps on my phone.  I can
choose not to use social media that derives all of its profits from selling my personal
information.  It's much more difficult to avoid using electricity.  Many municipalities will
revoke a certificate of occupancy if a home is not connected to the power grid, even if the
home is fully solar powered.  Those homeowners would be forced to submit to having the
power company spying on them, or be forcefully evicted from their homes.  The power
company should be in the business of producing and distributing electricity.  It should not be
in the business of collecting and monetizing our personal information, but that now seems to
be every company's business.

Value of Service - Is Duke Energy Kentucky proposing to reduce the cost of the electricity we
purchase in exchange for the reduced value of the electricity that we no longer fully control
when their demand side management programs turn off our water heaters, furnaces, air
conditioners, refrigerators and freezers when it's convenient for THEM?  I didn't think so. 
What they're selling as demand side management is being proposed as a change that customers
won't even notice, but that's definitely not true.  When we need air conditioning and it's not
working because Duke Energy Kentucky has remotely disabled it because everyone needs air
conditioning at the same time, how much less is the electricity that we're allowed to buy at
Duke Energy Kentucky's discretion worth, compared to the original agreement to purchase
electrical energy when WE want to buy it?  Imagine how much more you'd pay for gasoline
that you could buy at any time, and how much less it'd be worth if the gas station would only
sell you gasoline to drive to work but not to go on a vacation or to drive to grandmother's
house.  I'd prefer the option to bring additional power generation on line when needed to meet
peak demand, or to store energy for use during peak demand, rather than deploying expensive
equipment in our homes to disable our devices.

I am not a Duke Energy Kentucky customer, but I'm very concerned that if approved, the
Duke Energy Kentucky application for demand side management could set the Public Service
Commission precedent that becomes the default for Kentucky Utilities, Louisville Gas &
Electric, Bluegrass Energy, etc.  I absolutely do not want my electrical utility spying on me
and selling my personal data, nor do I want them controlling my electrical power remotely.

Bruce Layne
Lexington  Kentucky




